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Malta… sun, sea and much more
A strategic location for
doing business
Malta’s strategic geographical
location at the centre of the
Mediterranean has played a
decisive role in its history and
continues to play a very important
part in its economic, political
and cultural development and
prosperity today.

Malta was a British colony for 151 years, until 1964. Today it is an
independent Republic, a member of the British Commonwealth,
the Council of Europe and the United Nations, along with other
international organisations.
On 1 May 2004, Malta became a member of the European Union and
it adopted the euro as its official currency on 1 January 2008.
Malta boasts a rich cultural heritage and a fascinating
historical background dating back to 3600 BC. The Megalithic temples situated in Malta and Gozo, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site, are thought to be the oldest free-standing buildings known to man.

Valletta, Malta’s capital city, is the European Capital of Culture 2018
Despite its size - it is the smallest EU Member State - Malta has succeeded in adapting and reinventing itself as one of
Europe’s most dynamic and innovative jurisdictions.
Malta has, even in the last few years, shown a strong GDP growth and Malta’s economy and banking system have
withstood the financial turmoil of the last few years.

Punching well above its weight, Malta has
built up a reputation as one of Europe’s
preferred locations for doing business. Various
factors have contributed to Malta’s growth as
a financial services centre including:
a sound, robust and innovative
legislative framework
a skilled, multi-lingual labour force
reputable yet flexible and approachable
authorities
a cost and tax efficient jurisdiction which
can also serve as a base from which to
carry out cross-border activities
a tried and tested jurisdiction with an
excellent track record
With 578 hedge funds and 27 recognised fund
administrators, Malta has a solid and growing
fund industry and has been repeatedly
recognised as one of Europe’s most favorite
fund domiciles.
An important reason for Malta’s attractiveness
for financial services operators is the
passporting rights that firms enjoy to other EU
and EEA jurisdictions.
Malta has also experienced significant
growth in the unregulated spheres (eg.
holding companies, treasury operations, etc)
particularly due to Malta’s tried and tested
legal system, facilities, human resources and
its attractive tax system.

Political stability, coupled with the fact that all sides of the Maltese political spectrum have agreed to Malta’s
economic development strategy and collaborate towards achieving this goal, have contributed to Malta’s success.

€1.5 bn.

total expenditure on tourism in 2014

€30 bn.

of assets under Management by Maltese
fund managers in 2014

28

licenced credit institutions

(MFSA, 2014)

6th ranking
for best climate

(International Living, 2015)

10th

soundest banking system

(World Economic Forum’s Global
Competitiveness report 2014-2015)

70

double taxation treaties

largest Merchant Ship Register in the EU

Malta has also continued to consolidate its maritime tradition and is today the largest shipping register in the EU. It
has also revised its legal and fiscal laws with a bid to become a center of excellence in the aviation industry.

The above factors complemented by an efficient regulatory regime, including laws against money laundering, a
low cost environment and an attractive tax regime have all contributed towards the development of a modern and
successful European economy.

European countries to recognise the
People’s Republic of China

1st

Malta has experienced significant growth particularly in the services industries with tourism, financial services,
remote gaming and ICT being the key industries.

Malta has an excellent business infrastructure with good telecommunications, extremely well equipped ports and
Freeport, a well-developed manufacturing infrastructure and has a sophisticated European business environment.

One of the first

(Times of Malta)

Doing Business in Malta
Our Doing Business and Investing
in Malta Guide seeks to cover the
key areas for persons interested in
doing business in or from Malta.
www.pwc.com/mt/doingbusiness

7th ranking
for overall quality of life

(International Living, 2015)

€ 2.8 bn.

average annual FDI inflow into Malta
from China over last 3 years

Overview
Language
The official languages are Maltese and English.
Maltese people are largely bilingual. Official
publications, including laws, are issued in both
English and Maltese. Legal documents may
be drawn up in Maltese or in English. Most
commercial documents are drawn up in English,
and most correspondence, official or otherwise, is
in English.
International Time
Maltese time is Central European Time (CET),
which is one hour ahead of Greenwich Mean
Time (GMT) and six hours ahead of U.S. Eastern
Standard Time (EST). Malta is 7 hours behind
Beijing and Hong Kong.
Currency
The unit of currency has been the Euro (€) since 1
January, 2008.
Climate
Malta has a mild climate. The hottest summer
month is August, having an average maximum
temperature of 31°C (87°F). The coldest winter
month is February, with an average minimum
temperature of 9°C (49°F). The average annual
rainfall is 520 millimetres (21 inches). There are
about 300 days of sunshine each year.

Communications
Malta has seen huge public and private sector
investment in ICT over the past 20 years and today
the country boasts a truly modern infrastructure.
Various data centres and call centres have been
established in Malta.
Legal System
The Maltese Legal system is based on the Roman
civil law. with commercial and tax laws being
modelled on English law.
Infrastructure
The Malta International Airport is a modern and
efficient airport. The airport had been classified
amongst the top 15 airports worldwide. Excellent
sea infrastructure has created long-standing trade
links with major ports in Europe, North Africa and
Asia.
Workforce
A university with an excellent reputation and a
number of other training institutes prepare people
for careers in various sectors. Diligent, highly
educated, flexible and multilingual, the Maltese
workforce is the country’s greatest strength and
most valuable asset.

Political system
Malta is a parliamentary democracy. The head
of state is the President, who is appointed by the
House of Representatives. The highest law-making
institution in Malta is the House of Representatives
whose members are elected every five years on the
principle of proportional representation.
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